
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 For you: 2 cuboids, 2 half-
cubes, 1 long board, 2 small 
prisms, 2 large prisms, 4 cubes 

 For your child: 2 cuboids, 2 
half-cubes, 1 long board, 2 
small prisms, 2 large prisms, 4 
cubes

 Access to all the blocks for the 
third and the additional activity

 Pictures of road bridges over 
water

 Builder's Certificate

 Sheet of blue paper 14cm wide 
(river)

 Toy cars about 4cm wide and a 
boat about 7cm high

 Some small play people

15–20 minutes

DRIVE OVER, FLOAT UNDER

Structure of a Bridge (Analysis and Explanation) Show your child the pictures of road bridges over water. Help 
them to describe their main parts (ramps, piers and span), length (long or short) and width (wide or narrow). Ask: 
What do the ramps look like, where the cars drive on to the bridge? (slopes). Why weren’t the ramps built with 
steps? (they are for cars).

Transport Bridge (Build by Imitation – Copycat Step by Step) Build a transport bridge for vehicles to travel in 
only one direction (half of the image shown top right, longways) step by step in front of your child using the exact 
blocks specified in the resources. Draw your child’s attention to what building blocks you use for each functional 
part of the bridge, as well as to how symmetrically the piers are placed – exactly opposite each other – and how 
precisely the beam rests on top of them. Use as much spatial vocabulary as possible, for example: on top, next to, 
opposite to, under, over, on both sides. 

Give your child their prepared set of blocks, and ask them to build a ‘copycat’ road bridge that you can then join 
together with yours to make a two-way bridge (as in the image top right). Have them test it with some toy cars.

High Enough, Wide Enough (Building According to Given Criteria) Give your child access to all the blocks, the 
toy cars, the toy boat and the blue paper strip and ask them to build a bridge over a wide river. This time do not 
show any examples but describe the criteria: The bridge needs to go over a wide river; the cars should be able to 
go over it and the boats to sail under; the pillars must be strong enough to support it; it should be symmetrical. 

When they have finished, take one of the cars and say: Let’s test the bridge before it is opened to the public!  
Drive the car over the bridge, commenting on its width, strength, how well the blocks are joined together and 
how symmetrical the structure is. Then test the height of the bridge by ‘sailing’ your boat under it and 
commenting about how it spans the full width of the river. If the bridge ‘passes’, give your child the Builder’s 
Certificate. If not, prompt them to make the necessary changes and then issue the certificate.

Your child can build the other half of the road bridge from the model.
Your child can build road bridges and foot bridges to meet given criteria.
Your child can use a range of vocabulary relating to spatial orientation.
Your child can build stable structures, skillfully and precisely, and work co-operatively.

To develop the ability to build a structure to meet given criteria
To practise using the language of spatial orientation
To foster understanding of spatial orientation and symmetry, and related language
To develop the ability to analyse a construction (its purpose and functional components) 
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Ask your child to think about adding a footbridge for pedestrians to cross the river. Discuss the option of steps, as 
well as the need for space to walk – with a barrier between the people and the vehicles for safety. Explore your 
ideas together and build it jointly. Evaluate it, and then invite some play people to test what you’ve built.
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